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Key points
~ Any vaccine used in Australia must be approved by the Therapeutic Goods Administration (TGA).
~ The Pfizer/BioNtech mRNA vaccine and the Oxford/AstraZeneca viral vector vaccines have provisional
TGA approval in Australia.
~ The Novavax protein subunit vaccine is under consideration for approval in Australia.
~ These COVID-19 vaccines have been found to be effective for reducing the severity of COVID-19
infections (Pfizer/BioNtech 90%, Oxford/AstraZeneca 70%, Novavax 95.6%).
~ The vaccines do not ‘cure’ COVID-19 or completely prevent infection.
~ Research continues to investigate how effective the vaccines are for reducing the severity of illness
caused by SARS-CoV-2 variants (e.g. United Kingdom and South African variants).
~ The vaccines cannot cause COVID-19 infection or change human DNA.
~ Vaccination symptoms are local or systemic reactions to foreign particles, not a ‘mild’ form of COVID-19.
~ The evidence is unclear regarding whether COVID-19 vaccines reduce transmission.
~ Vaccines train the immune system to more quickly recognise and effectively respond to COVID-19
infection.
~ The Pfizer/BioNtech vaccine contains viral mRNA for specific spike proteins not complete or viable
viruses.
~ A person who is vaccinated may still be infected by COVID-19 before or after vaccination and may still
transmit the virus to others.
~ Vaccinated people must still follow official guidance and recommendations regarding infection prevention
and control (i.e. hand hygiene, respiratory etiquette, physical distance).

Introduction
The Australian Government has detailed a national rollout strategy for the delivery of COVID-19 vaccines. In the
Phase 1a, vaccines will be available to quarantine and border workers, priority sub-groups of frontline health
workers, and aged care and disability care staff and residents.1
Any COVID-19 vaccine approved for use in Australia may be effective in reducing the severity of illness but may
not completely protect against infection or prevent a person from transmitting the virus to others. All current
official recommendations regarding infection prevention and control should continue to be observed regardless
of vaccine status.

Agreements, registration, and approval
Many vaccines for COVID-19 are currently under development at varying stages.2 Australia currently has
agreements in place with four COVID-19 vaccine developers (Table 1).3
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Table 1: Australian Government COVID-19 Vaccine agreements
Developer

Pfizer/BioNtech

Vaccine Type

Development/
Approval Status

Agreement

Reported
Effectiveness*

mRNA-based
vaccine

Provisionally approved
for people aged 16
and older

10 million doses

90 percent4

Oxford/
AstraZeneca

Viral vector vaccine

Provisionally approved
for people aged 18
and older

53.8 million doses

Novavax

Protein vaccine

Phase 3 clinical trials

51 million doses

95.6 percent6

COVAX Facility

The COVAX facility is a global collaboration
allowing access to a variety of vaccines for
participating countries. There are currently
9 different vaccines in varying stages of
development under consideration, including
the Moderna vaccine, an mRNA-based
vaccine currently in use internationally.7

25 million doses

94.5 percent
(Moderna)8

Option to purchase
additional doses
where supply is
available.
70 percent5

3.8 million doses
to be delivered
in early 2021, 50
million will then
be manufactured
onshore in monthly
batches.

*Reports of vaccine effectiveness vary across publications and may change rapidly as new evidence emerges.
Only vaccines that are approved as safe and effective by the Australian Therapeutic Goods Administration
(TGA) and granted provisional registration will be available in Australia. Safety and effectiveness is determined
through analysis of ongoing clinical trials, international collaboration, and advice from the Advisory Committee
on Vaccines (ACV). The TGA will continue to monitor the safety, quality, and efficacy of all vaccines before and
following provisional approval.9,10

How COVID-19 vaccines work
Each COVID-19 vaccine falls into one of several
categories of how the vaccine is developed and
causes an immune response.11

Viral infection and the immune response
COVID-19 is caused by the SARS-CoV-2 virus.
Viruses, including SARS-CoV-2, cannot selfreplicate and need a host cell to reproduce and
cause infection. SARS-CoV-2 viruses are coated
in ‘spike proteins’ that bind to ‘ACE2 receptor
proteins’ which are located on the surface of many
cells within the human body (see Figure 1). When
the spike protein and receptor proteins bind, the
virus can enter the cell and replicate resulting in
infection.12,13
Figure 1: Unscaled depiction of the SARS-CoV-2 virus. The virus cells (circled) use
the spike protein to attach to the surface of the body’s cells (blue, in background). The
spike protein is shaped somewhat like a crown (corona) and gives the virus its name.
* Image adapted from images published by the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID). Novel Coronavirus SARSCoV-2. NIAID. Available from: https://www.flickr.com/photos/niaid/50022374313/in/album-72157712914621487/
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To reduce or prevent infection, the body’s immune system must recognise the virus. To do this ‘B-cells’ produce
antibodies that bind to SARS-CoV-2 spike proteins (see Figure 2). This then prevents the virus from binding
to other human cells. Simultaneously, ‘T-cells’ identify and destroy infected cells and prevent further infection.
Destroyed cells are consumed by macrophages and purged from the body.14
Figure 2: Unscaled depiction of the SARS-CoV-2 virus
with human antibodies (blue) produced by the bodies
B-Cells attaching to the virus’ spike protein preventing
the virus from attaching to and infecting human cells.#

The effectiveness of a person’s immune response
to SARS-CoV-2 depends on the ability of their
body to quickly recognise and respond to viral
spike proteins and infected cells. Once the immune
system is able to do this, the B- and T-cells remain
within the body and continue to provide protection
against future infection for some time.14
While some vaccines for other illnesses use a
weakened or harmless version of the virus,^ 15
COVID-19 vaccines isolate and use the SARSCoV-2 spike protein to generate an immune
response.16 When the body recognises the spike
protein in the vaccine, B- and T-cells react, programming themselves for recognition of the full virus. These cells
are then present to inhibit future infection and reproduction of the SARS-CoV-2 virus if or when it is encountered
by the body.14

SARS-CoV-2 reproduction
The SARS-CoV-2 virus includes 29 proteins which have been identified with high-confidence as responsible for
332 protein-human interactions across multiple biological processes. Each protein is required for the virus to
function properly and infect human host cells.17
During normal viral reproduction each of these proteins is translated from the virus’s genetic code (ribonucleic
acid - RNA). Messenger ribonucleic acid (or mRNA) are subsets of genetic code that carry instructions for the
reproduction of individual proteins.12
The COVID-19 vaccines incorporate either only the limited sequence of RNA or mRNA that codes for a single
harmless spike protein - not all of the virus’s genetic information. This means that the vaccines cannot cause
COVID-19 infection or make someone infectious.

mRNA Vaccines (e.g. Pfizer/BioNtech and Moderna vaccines)
Vaccines using mRNA vaccine technology have been in development for other viruses (e.g. Zika), but before
now have not been used in practice.15,18
The Pfizer/BioNtech vaccine and Moderna vaccine are mRNA vaccines given in two doses (Pfizer/BioNtech
21 days apart,19 Moderna 28 days apart).20 The vaccines contain the mRNA of a harmless SARS-CoV-2 spike
protein responsible for binding the virus to human cells.21 When administered, the body’s cells translate the
mRNA and produce spike proteins. These spike proteins are identified by the body’s immune system which
then begins developing antibodies to the SARS-CoV-2 virus.16
The Pfizer/BioNtech vaccine is the only mRNA vaccine currently approved by the TGA in Australia. Because the
mRNA in the Pfizer/BioNtech vaccine degrades easily, it requires very cold transport and storage temperatures
(-70°C±10°C for up to 10 days unopened).19 The vaccine can be stored for up to five days at 2-8°C, but cannot
be refrozen.19 The Moderna vaccine is transported frozen at between -25°C and -15°C,22 and appears to be able
to be stored at 2-8°C for up to 30 days and may be kept for up to eight hours at room temperature in a syringe.20
Image adapted from images published by the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID). Novel Coronavirus SARSCoV-2. NIAID. Available from: https://www.flickr.com/photos/niaid/50022374313/in/album-72157712914621487/
^
A live attenuated vaccine is a complete but genetically weakened version of a virus. ‘Inactivated’ vaccines are similar in that they contain
whole viruses, however these are rendered ‘dead’ prior to administration.
#
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Viral vector vaccine (e.g. Oxford/AstraZeneca vaccine)
The Oxford/AstraZeneca viral vector vaccine is administered in two doses with a 4 to 12 weeks interval (12
weeks is recommended where possible).23,24 Viral vector vaccines use harmless viral non-SARS-CoV-2 cells to
introduce the genetic sequence that codes for the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein into the body (as opposed to only
the mRNA). In the case of the Oxford/AstraZeneca vaccine this is a harmless chimpanzee adenovirus.5,25
Once introduced, the body’s cells begin production of the harmless SARS-CoV-2 spike protein without causing
COVID-19 or viral vector replication.26 The presence of this spike protein trains an immune response to the
SARS-CoV-2 virus. Other viral vector vaccines include those for Ebola, Hepatitis B, Human Papilloma Virus, and
Whooping Cough.25
The Oxford/AstraZeneca vaccine can tolerate temperatures of 2-8°C for at least six months.24,27

Protein vaccine (e.g. Novavax vaccine)
If approved by the TGA the Novavax protein vaccine (SARS-CoV-2 recombinant spike protein vaccine) will likely
be administered in two doses 21 days apart and may be stored, transported, and handled at 2-8°C.28 These
vaccines are developed by engineering a harmless insect baculovirus to contain genetic information for the
SARS-CoV-2 spike protein.29 Cultured insect cells are infected with the baculovirus which then produce SARSCoV-2 spike proteins.30 The spike protein units are isolated and combined with an adjuvant which enhances
antibody production.31,32 When administered, an immune response to the SARS-CoV-2 virus is triggered.

Genetic mutations
As commonly occurs with other viruses (e.g. influenza), new variants of the SARS-CoV-2 virus have arisen
through natural genetic mutation.33 Variants that have altered spike proteins unlike those of the original virus
may be less susceptible to current vaccines.34 This is because the antibodies produced by the body based on
the original SARS-CoV-2 variant may not bind as effectively to differently shaped spike proteins on the surface
of new variants.35 Research continues into establishing how well existing vaccines work to develop an effective
immune response and reduce the severity of illness caused by variants.33 The vaccine development process can
be readily modified to accommodate new virus strains in the same manner as for influenza.36,37

Reactions to vaccines
Because COVID-19 vaccines do not introduce fully functional viruses, reactions to the vaccine are not a “mild
form” of COVID-19. Reactions (reactogenicity) are the immune system’s response to the introduction of a
foreign body (i.e. the isolated SARS-CoV-2 spike proteins or viral vector cells). It is not possible for the vaccine
to infect a person with COVID-19 or cause changes to human DNA.22 Severe anaphylactic reactions to the
Pfizer/BioNtech Oxford/AstraZeneca vaccines appear to be uncommon.38,39
Reactogenicity can include local injection site pain, redness, swelling, and other more systemic symptoms
such as fever, muscle soreness, fatigue, or headache.40 For both the Pfizer/BioNtech and AstraZeneca vaccines
approved in Australia, most reactions are mild (i.e. do not interfere with daily activities) and only last a day or
two. Moderate to severe reactions (i.e. headache, fever/chills, fatigue) are very uncommon and usually also
resolve in two to three days.25,41

Vaccines and transmission
Although evidence shows that existing COVID-19 vaccines can reduce the severity of COVID-19 infection, the
impact of the vaccines on infectiousness/transmission of SARS-CoV-2 between people is still unclear.42 The
collection of data regarding the vaccines, particularly in the face of variant strains, is ongoing, and in some
cases yet to be released.21,25,32
Because it has not been specifically studied extensively, it is largely unknown how the vaccines may impact
transmissibility of the virus.42 Further, because the vaccines do not offer 100 percent protection from the virus, a
person may still be infected just prior to or after vaccination and still pass on the infection to others even when
asymptomatic or with only mild symptoms.43
While infection from contaminated surfaces appears to be rare,44 vaccination also does not prevent individuals
from physically transferring the virus from contaminated surfaces. It is therefore important that even vaccinated
people adhere to current official recommendations regarding infection prevention and control to prevent the
possible spread of SARS-CoV-2.45
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